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Abstra t

We show how to maintain a data stru ture on trees whi h allows for the following operations, all in
worst- ase onstant time.
1. Insertion of leaves and internal nodes.
2. Deletion of leaves.
3. Deletion of internal nodes with only one hild.
4. Determining the Least Common An estor of any two nodes.
We also generalize the Dietz-Sleator \ up- lling" s heduling methodology, whi h may be of independent interest.

1 Introdu tion
Finding Least Common An estors (LCAs) in trees is a fundamental problem that arises in a number of
appli ations. For example, it arises in omputing maximum weight mat hings in graphs [Ga90℄, in omputing
longest ommon extensions of strings, nding maximal palindromes in strings, mat hing patterns with k
mismat hes, and nding k-mismat h tandem repeats [Gus97℄. The tree involved in all but the rst of these
appli ations is a SuÆx Tree.
The primary use of LCA omputations in a suÆx tree is to determine the longest ommon pre x of two
substrings in onstant time. This operation is used heavily in the above appli ations. The suÆx tree for a
given string an be onstru ted in linear time [M76℄. Ea h node in this tree orresponds to a substring of
the given string. The longest ommon pre x of any two substrings is the string orresponding to the least
ommon an estor of the orresponding nodes.
The rst onstant time LCA omputation algorithm was due to Harel and Tarjan [HT84℄. This algorithm
prepro esses a tree in linear time and subsequently answers LCA queries in onstant time. Subsequently,
S hieber and Vishkin [SV88℄, Berkman and Vishkin [BV94℄, and Bender and Fara h-Colton [BF00℄, gave
simpler algorithms with the same performan e.
In this paper, we onsider the dynami version of the problem, i.e., maintaining a data stru ture whi h
supports the following tree operations: insertion of leaves and internal nodes, deletion of internal nodes with
only one hild, and LCA queries. We assume that when a new node is inserted, a pointer to the insertion site
in the tree is also given. The motivation is to maintain a suÆx tree under insertion of new strings, deletion of
strings, and longest ommon pre x queries. One appli ation of this problem arises in maintaining a database
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of strings in order to answer queries of the following kind: given a pattern string, nd all its o urren es
with up to k mismat hes in the strings in the database. EÆ ient algorithms for nding all o urren es of
a pattern in a text with up to k mismat hes [LV86, CH97℄ require maintaining the suÆx tree of the text
and pro essing it for LCA queries. Extending these algorithms to maintain a database of strings supporting
k-mismat h queries would require maintaining LCAs dynami ally1 . Additions and deletions of new strings to
the database will hange the suÆx tree as well as the LCA data stru ture. A new string an be inserted into
a suÆx tree in time proportional to its length. The number of nodes inserted in the pro ess is proportional
to the length of the string inserted. These nodes ould be leaves or internal nodes. Similarly, deletion of a
string will ause the removal of some nodes. Our goal is to minimize the work needed to maintain the data
stru ture for ea h node inserted or deleted.
Harel and Tarjan [HT84℄ gave an algorithm to maintain a forest under linking and nding LCAs. This is
useful in omputing maximum weight mat hings in graphs. The link operation generalizes insertions of new
leaves. Harel and Tarjan's link operation allowed only linking of whole trees, not linking of a tree to a subtree
of another tree. The amortized time taken by their link operation was (m; n), where n is the size of the
tree and m is the number of operations. LCA queries were answered in onstant time. Gabow [Ga90℄ gave
an algorithm whi h performs additions and deletions of leaves in onstant amortized time. It also supported
linking of trees to subtrees in (m; n) amortized time. The worst- ase time for update operations in both
these algorithms was (n). The worst- ase time for an LCA query was O(1). Both the above algorithms
were motivated by the maximum weighted mat hing problem in graphs.
Sin e our fo us is di erent, namely suÆx trees, we onsider insertions and deletions of leaves and internal
nodes, but not the link operation. Note that neither of the above algorithms onsidered insertions of internal
nodes. Westbrook [We92℄ built upon Gabow's approa h above to give an O(1) amortized time algorithm
whi h ould perform insertions and deletions of leaves as well as internal nodes. Our fo us, however, is on
worst- ase insertion time rather than amortized time.
We give an algorithm whi h performs insertions and deletions of leaves and internal nodes while supporting LCA queries, all in onstant worst- ase time. This algorithm is obtained in two stages. First, we give an
algorithm whi h takes O(log3 n) worst- ase time for insertions and deletions and O(1) worst- ase time for
queries. This is the ore of our algorithm. Subsequently, we show how to improve the worst- ase time for
insertions and deletions to O(1) by using a standard multi-level s heme. The spa e taken by our algorithm
is O(n).
Our basi O(log3 n) worst- ase time algorithm broadly follows Gabow's and S hieber and Vishkin's
algorithm. The overall approa h is to de ompose the tree into entroid paths, and assign a ode to ea h
node. From the odes for two given nodes, the entroid path at whi h their paths from the root separate
an be easily determined in onstant time. And given two verti es on the same entroid path, the one
loser to the root an be determined by a simple numbering. Together, these suÆ e to nd the LCA. The
basi problem we have to solve is to maintain the entroid paths and odes over insertions and deletions.
Gabow's algorithm does this in bursts, reorganizing whole subtrees when they grow too large. This makes
the worst- ase time large. However, the amortized time is O(log n) be ause ea h reorganization is oupled
with a doubling in size; this time is redu ed to O(1) using a multi-level s heme. Note, also, that Gabow
does not onsider insertions of internal nodes. Thus, two main issues need to be ta kled to get onstant
worst- ase time.

1 However, just maintaining LCAs alone is not suÆ ient to solve the dynami k mismat hes problem with query time smaller
than the obvious stati algorithm. Therefore, we do not obtain any results on the dynami k mismat hes problem here.
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The rst issue is that of maintaining numbers on entroid paths so that the LCA of two given nodes on
the same entroid path an be found in onstant time. For this purpose, we use the Dietz-Sleator [DS87℄
data stru ture (or the Tsakalidis [Ts84℄ data stru ture) whi h maintains order in a list under insertions and
deletions.2
The se ond and the more serious issue by far is that of reorganizing trees to maintain entroid paths and
odes in onstant worst- ase time. Sin e we seek onstant worst- ase time, there is little option but to delay
this reorganization. We amortize this reorganization over future insertions and deletions, i.e., spread the
O(1) amortized work of Gabow's algorithm over future insertions/deletions so ea h insertion and deletion
does only a onstant amount of work. This approa h is not new and has been used by Dietz and Sleator
[DS87℄ and Willard [W82℄ among others. However, the problems aused by this approa h are non-trivial
and spe i to this setting.
The problem with this approa h is that any hange at a node v auses the odes at all the nodes in the
subtree rooted at v to hange. Sin e updates of these odes are spread over future insertions and deletions,
queries at any given instant will nd a mixture of updated and not yet updated odes. This ould potentially
give wrong answers. We avoid this with a two phase update of a two opy ode.
What further ompli ates the situation is that reorganizations ould be taking pla e at many subtrees
simultaneously, one nested inside the other. This implies that the variation amongst nodes in the degree to
whi h their odes have been updated at any given instant ould be arbitrarily large. Nonetheless, the two
phase update ensures orre t answers to the queries.
An additional ompli ation is that the various nested reorganizations ould pro eed at very di erent
speeds, depending upon the distribution of the inserted nodes. In this respe t, the situation is analogous
to that en ountered in asyn hronous distributed omputing, where intera ting pro esses pro eeding at arbitrarily di erent speeds need to ensure they olle tively make progress on their shared omputation.
Our main ontribution is to organize the various nested pro esses so that they omplete in time and also
maintain odes whi h give orre t answers to queries. This is obtained by a non-trivial s heduling pro edure
oupled with an analysis whi h bounds the total sizes of nested pro esses.
To understand our s heduling pro edure it is helpful to re all the Dietz-Sleator up- lling methodology. It
on erns a olle tion of tasks in whi h priorities in rease in an unknown but bounded way (i.e. adversarially
set) ea h time unit; the s heduling is very simple: simply sele t the urrent highest priority task and run it to
ompletion. They show this algorithm has a good performan e whi h they tightly bound. We are on erned
with a similar s enario, but in whi h priorities are only approximately known; naturally, we s hedule the
apparently highest priority task. We also allow the tasks to be somewhat divisible so that they need not be
run to ompletion on e started. Details appear in Se tion 6.8.

2 Overview
We assume that the tree is a binary tree, without loss of generality.
First, we onsider only insertions. Deletions are handled easily by just ignoring them until they form a
signi ant fra tion of the number of nodes, at whi h point the entire data stru ture is rebuilt. The original
2 We an also use the data stru ture given here but supporting only leaf insertion and deletion. This results in the entroid

paths being modi ed only at their endpoints, and a trivial numbering s heme suÆ es to maintain order. This approa h was
suggested by Fara h-Colton [F99℄.
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data stru ture is also maintained until this rebuilding is omplete in order to answer queries. Details on
handling deletions are deferred to Se tion 8.
We also assume that the insertions at most double the tree size. This assumption is also handled easily
by rebuilding when the size of the tree in reases by some suitable onstant fa tor, and again is addressed in
Se tion 8.
The paper is organized as follows. We give some de nitions in Se tion 3. Then we des ribe the algorithm
for the stati ase in Se tion 4 and Gabow's dynami algorithm in Se tions 5. In Se tion 6, we des ribe
our O(log3 n) worst- ase time algorithm. Se tions 7 and 8 des ribe the improvement to O(1) time and the
handling of deletions, respe tively.

3 De nitions
We partition the tree T into paths, alled entroid paths, as follows. Let Ty denote the subtree of T rooted
at node y. Suppose 2i  jTy j < 2i+1 . Then, y is alled a tail node if jTz j < 2i for all hildren z of y, if any.
Su h verti es y will lie in distin t entroid paths and will be the tails, i.e., bottommost verti es, in their
respe tive entroid paths. The entroid path ontaining y onne ts y to its farthest an estor x su h that
2i  jTxj < 2i+1 . x is alled the head of this path. It is easy to see that entroid paths de ned as above are
disjoint.
A entroid path  is said to be an an estor of a node x if  ontains an an estor3 of x. A entroid path
 is said to be an an estor of another path 0 if  is an an estor of the head of 0 . A entroid path  is a
hild of another path 0 if the head of  is a hild of a node on 0 .
The Least Common Centroid Path (LCCP) of two nodes is the entroid path ontaining their LCA. An
o -path node with respe t to a parti ular entroid path  is a node not on  whose parent is on . The
Bran hing Pair (BP) of two nodes x; y is the pair of nodes x0 ; y0 on the LCCP whi h are the least ommon
an estors of x; y, respe tively.

4 Outline of the Stati Algorithm
The nodes of the tree are partitioned into entroid paths. The nodes are then numbered so that parents have
smaller numbers than their hildren. In fa t, the numbering need satisfy only the following property: if x and
y are distin t verti es on the same entroid path and x is a stri t an estor of y then number(x) < number(y).
Ea h vertex is given a ode of length O(log n) with the following property: the LCCP and BP of x and
y an be determined easily from the rst bit in whi h the odes for x and y di er. Let ode(x) denote the
ode for node x.
The LCA of two nodes x; y is now easy to determine. The LCCP and BP of x; y are found in onstant
time using a RAM operation for nding the leftmost bit whi h di ers in ode(x) and ode(y)4 . Note that
the nodes in the BP need not be distin t (see Fig.1). The node in the BP with the smaller number is the
desired LCA.
3 All referen es to an estors in this paper will be in the non-stri t sense, unless otherwise stated.
4 Or perhaps, using table look-up on a pre omputed set of answers.
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4.1 The Codes
It remains to des ribe the assignment of odes to nodes. Note that if the tree was a omplete binary tree,
all entroid paths would be just single nodes. Further, ode(x) ould be the anoni al ode obtained by
labelling the left-going edges 0 and right-going edges 1, and reading o the path labels from the root to x.
For a general tree, ode(x) is a on atenation of smaller bit strings, one for ea h entroid path ontaining
an an estor of x.
First, we assign to ea h entroid path , a bit string, alled separator(). These strings have the following
property. For ea h entroid path , the separator strings assigned to hildren entroid paths
of  form a

j
pre x-free set (i.e., no string is a pre x of another string). The length of separator() is O log jTTxy jj , where
y is the head of  and x is the head of the entroid path ontaining the parent of y.
Code(x) is a on atenation of the separator strings assigned to an estor entroid paths of x (in luding
the path ontaining x) in order of in reasing distan e from the root. It is easy to show that the length of the
ode is O(log n) (take any sequen e of entroid paths en ountered on a path from the root to a leaf and let
P
jT j
x1 : : : xk be the heads of these entroid paths; then the sum ki=2 log jTxixi j1 equals O(log jTx1 j) = O(log n)).
It will be onvenient to have separator() be of length a(dlog jTxje dlog jTy je) for a suitable onstant
integer a  1, if need be by padding separator() with zeros at the right end. This ensures that the length
and position of separator() in a ode is fully determined by jTxj and jTy j.
Ea h separator string in ode(x) is tagged with the name of the orresponding entroid path, i.e., given
the index of a bit in ode(x), we an re over the name of the path within whose separator this bit lies, in
O(1) time. number(x), separator(), ode(x) and the above tagging an all be omputed in O(n) time (we
omment brie y on this below).
The LCCP of nodes x and y is determined from ode(x) and ode(y) in O(1) time as follows. We nd
the leftmost bit in whi h ode(x) and ode(y) di er; subsequently, using the above tagging, we nd the
name of the two paths whose separators ontain this mismat h bit in ode(x) and ode(y), respe tively. The
parents of the heads of these two paths will give the BP (see Fig.1) and the path ontaining this BP is the
LCCP . To see this, note that the separator strings in both odes orresponding to the LCCP and entroid
paths above the LCCP are identi al. In addition, due to the above pre x-free property, the separator strings
orresponding to the two hildren paths of the LCCP whi h are an estors of x and y, respe tively, ne essarily
di er in some bit.
A spe ial ase arises when one or both of x; y are part of the LCCP. If both are part of the LCCP then
the one with smaller number() is the LCA. Otherwise, if x is part of the LCCP but y is not, then ode(x)
is a pre x of ode(y). The path ontaining x is the LCCP; BP is easy to determine as well.
paragraphComputation. We brie y tou h upon how number(x), separator(), ode(x) an be omputed in O(n) time, and further, how ea h separator string in ode(x) an be tagged with the name of the
orresponding path.
Computing number(x) is learly easy: in any entroid path the numbers only need to be in in reasing
order of distan e from the root.
Computing separator() involves assigning pre x-free odes. We outline how this is done for hildren
paths of a entroid path  with head x, given that the separator for  has already been determined. Let
1 : : : k denote the hildren paths of , and x1 : : : xk their respe tive heads. We onstru t a weight-balan ed
binary sear h tree on the weights jTx1 j : : : jTxk j. This tree an be onstru ted in O(k) time [Meh77℄ and has
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= O log jjTTxxijj . Separator
the property that the height of the leaf orresponding to xi is O log j j
odes for 1 : : : k are obtained by en oding left edges in the weight-balan ed tree by 0, right edges by 1, and
reading o the labels on the path from the root to the appropriate leaves in this tree. Clearly, odes thus
obtained are pre x-free. The whole pro edure takes O(k) time, whi h translates to O(n) time over all of T .
ode(x) is omputed in O(1) time from ode(y), where y is the parent of x, as follows. If x and y are in
the same entroid path then the odes are the same. Otherwise, x is in a hild path  of the path ontaining
y, and ode(x) is obtained by on atenating ode(y) and separator(). This is done in O(1) time using a
RAM operation.
There is one issue whi h needs lari ation. Re all the tagging mentioned above. One method to nd the
name of the entroid path whose separator string ontains a parti ular mismat h bit is to keep an array of size
O(log n) for ea h vertex x; the array for vertex x stores the relevant path name for ea h potential mismat h
bit. Clearly, given the leftmost bit in whi h ode(x) di ers from ode(y), indexing into the above arrays (one
ea h for x and y) using the lo ation of the mismat h bit will give us the names of the required separator
paths in O(1) time. However, setting this up would require O(n log n) spa e and therefore, O(n log n) time,
over all nodes x. Both terms an be redu ed to O(n) in one of two ways.
The rst involves using a multi-level data stru ture, similar to the one used by Gabow [Ga90℄ and the
one we use to get O(1) query time for the dynami ase; this is elaborated upon further in Se tion 7. In this
paper, we will assume the framework of this solution.
In the se ond solution, this tagging is avoided altogether. Instead, entroid paths are named by the ode
given to their respe tive heads and the name of the LCCP of two given nodes x and y is easily re overed in
O(1) time, given their odes. Indeed, only the following operation needs to be performed to determine the
name of the LCCP: given the mismat h bit in ode(x), return the pre x of ode(x) omprising separators
of all those entroid paths whi h are an estors of that entroid path whose separator ontains the mismat h
bit (and likewise for ode(y)). This is easily done using look-up tables of O(n) size.

j

k
j =1 Txj
Tx i

j

5 The Dynami Case: Gabow's Amortized Bound
The main problem in the dynami ase is to maintain the entroid paths along with the quantities number(x),
separator() and ode(x).
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Gabow [Ga90℄ gave an algorithm for the ase when only leaf insertions were allowed. Maintenan e of
number(x) is trivial in this ase: new leaves are assigned su essively larger numbers. However, if insertions
of internal nodes is allowed, then it is not lear how to maintain number(x).
Gabow's approa h to maintaining entroid paths is as follows. As insertions are made, the entroid paths
in the tree will hange, in a manner yet to be des ribed. Gabow updates the entroid paths not in rementally
but in bursts. Whenever the subtree rooted at the head of a entroid path doubles5 in size, the entire subtree
is reorganized, i.e., repro essed to onstru t new entroid paths, separators and odes.
Gabow maintains separators and odes as follows. Instead of pre x-free separators, Gabow maintains a
family of nested intervals. The interval for a entroid path is a subinterval of the interval for any an estor
entroid path. In addition, the intervals for the entroid paths whi h are hildren of a path  are all disjoint.
A onstrained version of this approa h is equivalent to maintaining separators, as we shall des ribe shortly
in Se tion 6.2.
When a new o -path node y with respe t to a parti ular entroid path  is inserted, a new interval within
the interval for  and to the right of all other intervals for hildren of  is assigned to y. Gabow shows that
there is always suÆ ient spa e for this new interval, given that a subtree is repro essed whenever its size
doubles, at whi h point intervals nested within another are pa ked together. We follow a similar approa h.
The time taken by Gabow's algorithm on any single insertion is proportional to the size of the subtree
whi h is reorganized. Thus the worst- ase time for an insertion ould be (n). However, sin e the reorganization of a subtree is oupled with the doubling in its size, the amortized time for an insertion is O(log n).
Gabow onverts this to O(1) amortized time by using a multi-level approa h.

6 Our O(log3 n) Time Worst-Case Algorithm
As des ribed above, there are two main hurdles to improving Gabow's s heme to run in onstant worst- ase
time, or even poly-logarithmi worst- ase time. The rst is the maintenan e of number(x) when internal
nodes are inserted. The se ond is the reorganization of subtrees.
The rst problem is easy to over ome using an algorithm for maintaining order in a list under insertions
and deletions in O(1) worst- ase time, due to Dietz and Sleator [DS87℄. We maintain ea h entroid path as
an ordered list using this algorithm, allowing us to answer queries about whi h node in a parti ular bran hing
pair is loser to the root in O(1) worst- ase time.
The se ond problem is more serious. Our basi approa h is to distribute the reorganization of a subtree
aused by a parti ular insertion over subsequent insertions. In other words, the various operations involved
in reorganizing a subtree are performed, a poly-logarithmi number at a time, over future insertions6. This
means that queries whi h ome while a subtree is being reorganized will see a partially reorganized subtree,
and therefore risk returning wrong answers. We des ribe our algorithm for the reorganization in further
detail next.
5 When it rosses a power of two boundary, a tually.
6 This general approa h has also been followed by Dietz and Sleator [DS87℄ and by Willard [W82℄ to onvert algorithms with

good amortized performan e to worst- ase performan e.
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6.1 Weighted Nodes

Our O(1) time algorithm for the LCA problem uses as a subroutine an O(log3 n) algorithm for a slightly
generalized problem. We indi ate the reasons behind the need for a generalization next.
Let T be the tree on whi h the LCA queries are being performed. Our approa h is to sele t (n= log3 n)
nodes of T , whi h partition T into subtrees of size O(log3 n), alled small subtrees. The sele ted nodes are
formed into an indu ed tree T1 , to whi h we apply the O(log3 n) time algorithm. It will be the ase that for
ea h (log3 n) insertions into one of these small subtrees just O(1) nodes are added to T1. To a hieve the
O(1) worst ase time bound, we need to perform the O(log3 n) operations stemming from an insertion to T1
over the orresponding O(log3 n) insertions to the relevant small subtree of T , at a rate of O(1) operations
per insertion. To ontrol this appropriately, we weight the nodes of T1 as follows.
Weight Constraints:
(i) All weights are integer multiples of 1= log3 n.7

(ii) Node weights are in the range [0; 1℄.
(iii) If a node has weight less than 1, its parent has weight 1.
(iv) A weight 1 node has at most one hild of weight less than 1.

Weight in reases o ur in integer multiples of 1= log3 n; the largest possible in rease is by 1= log2 n, as we
will see in Remark 6.18. We will show that we an maintain T1 with O(log3 n) operations per unit in rease
in weight. Later we will see that ea h insertion to T results in at most a 4= log3 n in rease in weight, and we
will show that T1 an be maintained with O(1) work per insertion to T . For intuition, the reader may nd
it helpful to think of nodes being inserted with weight 1 with the aveat that this is not exa tly the s enario
we are des ribing.
When a node is inserted in T1 it will have weight zero initially. As the relevant inservations to T o ur,
its weight is in reased. Until its weight rea hes 1, no further nodes an be inserted in its neighborhood in
T1 , so as to meet onstraints (iii) and (iv) above.

6.2 Updating Centroid Paths

When a node's weight is in reased (by up to 1= log2 n), ea h of its O(log n) an estor entroid paths ould
shift down by one or two nodes as shown in Fig. 2, Case 1. New entroid paths of one or two nodes ould
begin as well, as shown in Fig. 2, Case 2. (If all node weights are equal to 1, the shifts are only by one node
and the new paths ea h have only one node.)
We would like to maintain the invariant that for ea h entroid path there is an integer i su h that for
ea h node w on the path, 2i  jTw j < 2i+1 , where jTw j denotes the weight of the subtree Tw rooted at
w. We all su h paths i-paths. Unfortunately, as it is expensive to update the odes asso iated with the
subtrees of a entroid path, the hanges to a entroid path may lag the in reases in the sizes of the trees Tw .
Consequently, we will allow entroid paths to overlap.
More spe i ally, an i-path , as in the stati stru ture, omprises a maximal sequen e of nodes w with
2i  jTw j < 2i+1 , but in addition may in lude further nodes z with 2i+1  jTz j < 2i+1 + 2i 1 + 2i 2 , for
7 n is restri ted to a range 2i ; 2i+a  for some onstant a, and we take log3 n to be the xed value (i + a)3 .
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Figure 2: Changing Centroid Paths.

i  1. Any su h node z is also part of an (i + 1)-path 0 . Naturally, the nodes of  are required to form a
path.
Further, to a ommodate leaves, whi h may have weight 0, we de ne a 0-path to omprise a maximal
sequen e of nodes w su h that 0  jTw j < 2, and in addition it may in lude further nodes z with 2  jTz j <
2 43 .
If node v lies on both an i-path  and an (i + 1)-path 0 ,  is said to be its primary path and 0 its
se ondary path. If v lies on a single path ,  is its primary path.
We need to rede ne the notion of parenthood for these paths.
De nition. Let  be a entroid path with topmost node x, alled head(). If x is se ondary on path 0 ,
then 0 is the parent of . Otherwise, if x is not se ondary on any path, the parent of  is given by the
primary path of parent(x).
Lemma 6.1. Suppose that u and v are adja ent se ondary nodes on (i + 1)-path 0 . Then u and v are
primary nodes on the same i-path , where 0 is the parent of .
Proof. WLOG let u be the parent of v. jTv j  2i+1 as v lies on 0 . Let w be u's other hild, if any. Suppose,
for a ontradi tion, that u and v were on di erent i-paths. Also suppose that u is on i-path . Then w must
have been part of  before jTv j rea hed 2i , as otherwise at that point v would have joined . For i  1, it
follows that jTw j  2i . For i = 0, by weight onstraint (iv), weight(w) must rea h 1 before v is inserted
(with initial weight 0) in T1; thus here too, jTw j  2i . Thus jTu j = wt(u) + jTw j + jTv j  2i+1 + 2i , and thus
u annot be on an i-path, ontrary to assumption.
The in rement in weight of a node z may ause hanges to the tails of some or all of its an estral entroid
paths. Changes to the heads of the paths may be deferred; their handling is des ribed in subsequent se tions.
The reason for delaying hanges to the head is that su h a hange entails updating the odes of all the nodes
in the o -path subtree of the head node. The following hanges may o ur to an i-path with tail y and head
x.
1. If node z is not a des endant of y then the tail of  is un hanged.
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2. If z is a des endant of x and jTxj in reases from less than 2i+1 to at least 2i+1 due to the weight
hange, then x is added to an (i + 1)-path. If the path 00 , the parent of , is an (i + 1)-path, then
x be omes the tail of 00 . If not, a new (i + 1)-path is reated omprising the single node x. In any
event, x remains on  for now. Note that there may be two nodes x1 and x2 for whi h jTxh j; h = 1; 2,
in reases from less than 2i+1 to at least 2i+1 .

Remark 6.2. Clearly, as weights in rease in the subtree rooted at the head x of path , eventually x must
be removed from the head of  in order to maintain the invariant that jThead() j < 2i+1 + 2i 1 + 2i 2 . Thus,
over time, the path  will migrate down the (growing) tree, but will never disappear.

Remark 6.3. A tually, the tail node u of an i-path might have hildren v and w with jTv j; jTw j < 2i 1 ,
but at least one of jTv j, jTw j will be of size 2i 2 or larger (for to ontradi t this we would need 2i  jTu j =
wt(u) + jTv j + jTw j < 1 + 2  2i 2 , i.e. 2i 1 < 1 or i < 1, and then u is a leaf). Thus as (i 1)-path 0

migrates down the tree from su h a node u it might disappear; to avoid this we preserve it as a zero length
path at the \bottom" of node u and an estral to both v and w. Later if either jTv j or jTw j rea hes size 2i 1 ,
then the orresponding node (v or w) joins 0 .
When a node z is inserted it joins a entroid path a ording to the following rules.

1. If z is inserted between two nodes in  then z is added to  at the appropriate pla e (possibly, z is
added to two paths in this way, on e as a primary node and on e as a se ondary node).
2. If node z is inserted between x, the head of path , and x's parent z 0, then z is added to the entroid
path or paths to whi h x belongs. If as a result z is on both an i- and an (i + 1)-path, it will be the
ase that jTz j < 2i+1 + 2i 1 + 2i 2 , sin e jTz j = jTxj at this point.

6.3 Updating Separators
Separators and odes have to be updated to re e t the above hanges in the entroid paths; the update
begins when a node previously on an i-path joins an (i + 1)-path; when the update ompletes, the node
leaves the i-path. In between times it lies on both paths.
The following interpretation of separators in terms of intervals is helpful.

Separators as Constrained Intervals. Consider an interval of length m = 2k . All subintervals we

onsider will have lengths whi h are powers of 2. Ea h integer point on this interval has an asso iated k bit
ode (the leftmost point is oded with the all 0s string, subsequent points are oded by the binary en oding
of their distan e from the leftmost point; this en oding has length k). We allow a subinterval of length 2i to
begin only at those integer points whi h have i trailing 0s in their bits (see Fig.3); with su h a subinterval,
we asso iate a bit string of length k i given by the leading k i bits of the ode for the starting point. It
an easily be seen that given a set of disjoint subintervals with this property, the bit strings assigned to the
subintervals form a pre x-free set. Thus assigning pre x-free separators is identi al to assigning subintervals
with the above onstraints. Hen eforth, all our referen es to intervals will be to intervals with the above
onstraints.
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Figure 3: Constrained Intervals

Mapping
With ea h i-path  we maintain an interval int of length either 2i or
0 0 Paths to Intervals.
i
+
0
2
, < , where and are onstants to be determined. When  is reated, int has length 2i . At
some point between the time Thead( rea hes size 2i+1 2i 3 and the time it rea hes size 2i+1 , int will
0
gain length 2i + . There are two goals. The rst is to ensure that if the parent of head() lies on an i-path

(not ) as well as an (i + 1)-path, then int has length 2i . The
0 se ond is to ensure that if a node originally
on  is also se ondary on path 0 then int has length 2i + . By de nition, on e Thead() rst rea hes size
2i + 2i 1 + 2i 2 the rst situation no longer applies. The se ond situation applies on e Thead() rea hes size
2i+1 (as head() hanges the size of Thead() may subsequently drop). Note that onstraints on and 0 will
be imposed by Lemma 6.6 below; setting 0 = 5 and = 10 suÆ es.
A ru ial property of an interval for an i-path  is that the rightmost bit for its separator ends at a
xed lo ation, so that in ea h ode in whi h it o urs there are a spe i ed number of bits to its right whose
values depend only on the separators for h-paths, h < i, to whi h the relevant node belongs. The number
of these bits is either i or i + 0 , orresponding to the size of int . This allows the ode for int to be
hanged without requiring any hange to the separators for h-paths, h < i, ontained in the odes in whi h
int o urs. The one ex eption arises when the size of the interval for  in reases. But this an be viewed
as simply pre xing 0 zeros to the separator following  in the ode for ea h node in Thead() .

Updating Intervals. The following updates need to be performed. See Fig. 2.
1. Node x lies on paths  and 0 ; x is the head of  and is being removed from ; in addition, there is a
proper an estor of x that is or had been on 0 . Then the entroid path 00 whose head was the o -path
hild of x (with respe t to ) must be assigned a new interval. The interval for 00 was earlier nested
within int and int0 . Now this interval must reassigned so as to be disjoint from int but still nested
within int0 . The pro ess whi h does this is alled Reassign(x).
2. Node x is on paths  and 0 , and x is the head node of  and 0 . Then 0 is a new entroid path, and
a new interval has to be assigned to 0 . This interval int0 must be nested within the interval int00 for
the path 00 , the previous parent of , and now the parent of 0 . Further, int must be reassigned so
it is nested within int0 . This is done by a pro edure Assign(0 ). In addition, the interval asso iated
with the path 00 ontaining the o -path hild of x (with respe t to ) must be reassigned so that it is
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also nested within int0 . This is done by a pro edure Reassign(x). There are a few details asso iated
with this ase whi h will be explained later in Se tion 6.4.
3. Node x is the head of i-path , and its parent y lies on lass i path 0 6=  and also ne essarily on lass
i + 1 path 00 (for by the maximality of , jTy j  2i+1 ). Note that by the time jThead() j = 2i+1 , y
will no longer be on 0 . Between this time and before the time jThead() j rea hes 2i+1 + 2i 1 + 2i 2 , a
new larger interval will have been assigned to path ; this new interval will be ontained within int00 .
This is done by a pro ess Res ale().
Thus as time pro eeds, subintervals move from one interval to another and new intervals are reated.
This movement and reation is done as follows. When a subinterval has to be removed from an interval,
the subinterval is just marked as deleted but not removed. When a new subinterval has to be assigned to 
within int0 , where 0 is the parent path of , it is assigned in either the rst half of int0 or the se ond half
of int0 , based on a logi to be des ribed. In either ase, it is assigned to the leftmost available slot to the
right of all assigned subintervals in onstant time. Note that a parti ular weight in rease reates at most
onstant number of Res ale, Reassign or Assign pro esses at ea h an estor entroid path of the reweighted
node.
We need to ensure that Assign(), Res ale(), and Reassign(x) will always nd an empty slot as above
to assign to the new interval for . This is not hard to ensure if non-deleted subintervals are separated by
small gaps only. However, large gaps ould build up as subintervals enter and leave intervals. Consequently,
we need a ba kground pro ess whi h will start removing deleted subintervals and ompa ting non-deleted
subintervals within an interval, on e the interval rea hes a ertain fra tion of its apa ity. This pro ess is
des ribed next.

The Compa ting Pro ess for an i-path .

It maintains the interval int as two halves. At any
given time, one half, the insertion half, will be re eiving newly inserted subintervals. At the same time the
deleted subintervals in the other half are being removed and the non-deleted subintervals are being moved
to the insertion half. By the time the insertion half is lled, the non-insertion half will be empty, and then
their roles are toggled. A tually, the toggling o urs at a predetermined time when it is guaranteed that the
non-insertion half is empty and the insertion half has not over owed. WLOG onsider the instant at whi h
the right half be omes the insertion half. The ompa tion pro ess moves through the subintervals in the left
half from left to right, removing deleted subintervals, and reassigning undeleted subintervals at the leftmost
possible slot in the right half (to the right of already assigned subintervals in this half). Insertions subsequent
to the beginning of the ompa tion pro ess will also be made in the right half until the stopping time, whi h
is no later than when the right half be omes full. We will show that the ompa tion pro ess in the left half
will have nished by the time this happens. At this point, the ompa tion pro ess will be ome a tive in the
right half and insertions will be performed in the left half. We all the above pro ess Compa t(). Note
that a single insertion an initiate a ompa tion pro ess at ea h of its an estor entroid paths.
Thus there are four kinds of pro esses whi h ould be reated when a node is inserted: Assign( ),
Res ale( ), Reassign( ), and Compa t( ). Ea h pro ess is expensive and takes time at least proportioned to
the size of the subtree in whi h it modi es odes (this updating of odes will be elaborated upon shortly in
Se tion 6.4). Thus these pro eses have to be performed, a poly-algorithmi number of operations at a time,
over future insertions. Therefore, at any instant, a number of su h pro esses ould be underway.
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6.4 Updating Codes
We onsider the updates that need to be made to the various odes as a result of hanges made to the
intervals by Assign( ), Reassign( ), Res ale( ), and Compa t( ) pro esses (as des ribed in Se tion 6.3).
First, onsider an Assign(0 ) pro ess initiated by some node x, whi h is the head node on i-path , and
be omes the rst node on (i + 1)-path 0 . Assign(0 ) must assign a new interval to 0 , and a new interval
to  nested within the interval for 0 . It must then hange the odes at all nodes in Tx to re e t the hange
to the above two intervals. This is done as follows. The old separator string for  in the odes at nodes in
Tx (in luding x itself) will be updated to the new separator string for . In addition, the separator string
for 0 will be in orporated into the odes at all nodes in Tx. Thus the e e t of Assign(0 ) on the odes in
Tx is to make 0 appear as a path in their odes, but as a path with no primary nodes. Reassign(x) will
perform the hanges needed to make x a primary node on 0 .
Next, onsider a Reassign(x) pro ess. It is initiated when x is in the pro ess of leaving i-path  on
whi h it is urrently primary (re all x is also se ondary on (i + 1)-path 0 in this s enario). The pro ess
must remove the separator string for  from the ode at x and from the odes at all the nodes in the subtree
rooted at that hild y of x whi h is not on . In addition, this pro ess must assign a new separator string
for the path ontaining y and modify the odes at all nodes in the subtree rooted at y to re e t this.
We need to spe ify the s heduling of Reassign(x) in more detail. When size(x) rea hes 2i+1 , Reassign(x)
is made pending. At some future point, Reassign(xi) pro esses, 1  i  k, are all initiated, where nodes
x1 ; x2 ; : : : ; xk are all the nodes urrently primary on  and se ondary on 0 . These Reassign( ) pro esses
are performed in top to bottom order (i.e. if the nodes x1 ; x2 ; : : : ; xk are in top to bottom order, then
Reassign(x1); Reassign(x2); : : : Reassign(xk ) are performed in turn). This olle tion of Reassign pro esses
is alled a Reassign superpro ess.
A ompa t() pro ess for an i-path  must assign a new separator ode to all hildren paths of primary
nodes on  (se ondary nodes are themselves ontained in a hild path of a primary node on  by Lemma
6.1). Compa t() must also update odes at all nodes in the subtree rooted at the head of  (other than
odes for primary nodes on ). If  happens to be a zero length path, the above des ription applies to its
one or two hildren paths.
Finally, a Res ale() pro ess must assign a new interval int to  ontained within int0 , where 0 is
the parent of . In addition, it must update the odes of all nodes in Thead(), repla ing the old separator
for  with the new separator ( orresponding to the hange to interval int ).
In addition to updating the odes, it is also ne essary to update the annotations on the odes; re all the
annotations label ea h bit in the ode with the name of the entroid path whose separator ontains this bit
(also note the tagging mentioned in Se tion 4.1). This an be done in O(log n) time per node.
We have now des ribed the overall stru ture of the algorithm. For ea h unit weight in rease in a node
(from 0 to 1), whi h o urs as a node is inserted, O(log n) work is done in updating the an estor entroid
paths of the inserted node and initiating a onstant number of Assign, Res ale, Reassign and Compa t
pro esses for ea h su h entroid path. Another O(log n) work is done to onstru t the ode for the inserted
node along with the annotations, using the ode for its parent or hild (this is explained in Se tion 6.5).
The work needed to be done on this insertion in order to further the progress of un nished pro esses will be
des ribed in Se tion 6.6. This part of the algorithm is what leads to the O(log3 n) bound. Before des ribing
this work, we introdu e one more ru ial aspe t of the algorithm and also some ru ial invariants whi h we
will maintain.
Two Codes Instead of One. Even though all the above des ription has been in terms of one ode per
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node, we will a tually maintain, not one, but two odes at ea h node. We will refer to these two odes as
the rst ode and the se ond ode. The reason for two odes is the following.
Consider two nodes x; y and onsider any pro ess whi h needs to modify odes at both these nodes. At
some intermediate time instant, this pro ess ould have modi ed the ode at x but not at y; as a onsequen e,
the rst bit of di eren e will no longer be related to the LCCP of x and y. To make matters worse, there
ould be several su h pro esses whi h have modi ed odes at one but not both of x and y (a tually, our
algorithm will ensure that there is only one su h pro ess).
To ensure that LCAs are indeed related to the very rst bit of di eren e, we will maintain two odes
instead of one at ea h vertex. Ea h pro ess will be required to update both odes for all verti es of interest.
However, all rst odes will be updated rst, and all se ond odes will be updated only after all rst odes
have been updated. The riti al property is that at any instant of time, either both the rst odes at x; y
would have been modi ed, or neither se ond ode at x; y has been modi ed. Thus, either the rst odes or
the se ond odes will retain the relationship of the leftmost di eren e bit to the LCCP, at ea h instant of
time.
In what follows, unless expli itly stated, we will refer to both the odes for node x olle tively as the
ode at node x, or as ode(x).

6.5 Invariants Maintained
To ensure that queries are answered orre tly at every instant, we s hedule the various pro esses so that
the two invariants des ribed below are maintained.
Invariant 1 states that ea h pro ess nishes before the situation whi h aused the initiation of the pro ess
hanges too dramati ally. Some additional terminology will be helpful.

De nition. A pro ess asso iated with an i-path is alled an i-pro ess (i-Assign, et .).
De nition. The size of path , size(), is de ned to be jThead() j.
De nition. A weight in rease is in the domain of path , or into  for short, if it is applied to a node in
the subtree rooted at the urrent head of .

Invariant 1. Ea h pro ess asso iated with i-path  ompletes within a weight in rease of 2i 3 into  from
the time the pro ess was initiated. In addition:

(a) Assign() is initiated when size() rea hes 2i . (As size() may never be exa tly 2i , it is helpful to
pretend that time is ontinous and that the weight in reases o ur ontinuously, and then we an de ne
the initiation of Assign() to o ur exa tly when size() = 2i .)

(b) Compa t() is initiated following ea h weight in rease of 2i+1 into  from the time of 's reation (i.e.
Assign()'s initiation).
( ) Pending Reassign(x) pro esses asso iated with  are initiated following weight in rease h 2i 2 + 2i 3
into , from the time of 's reation, for ea h integer h  4.

(d) Res ale( ) is initiated when size() rea hes 2i+1

2i 3 .
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Corollary 6.4. A Reassign(x) pro ess asso iated with (i + 1)-path 0 , whi h removes x from i-path ,
be omes pending when size() = 2i+1 and head() = x, and ompletes before a further weight in rease of
2i 1 + 2i 2 into . In addition, if a Reassign(z ) pro ess is reated when node z is inserted as the parent

of node x with an already pending Reassign(x) pro ess, the Reassign(z ) ompletes before the Reassign(x)
pro ess ompletes.
Finally, size() < 2i+1 + 2i 1 + 2i 2 .
Proof. Reassign(x) be omes pending when x be omes se ondary on 0 , i.e. when size() = 2i+1 with
head() = x. By Invariant 1( ) applied to 0 , Reassign(x) is initiated before a further weight in rease of
2i 1 into 0 and ompletes within another weight in rease of 2i 2 into 0 . Any weight in rease into  during
this time is also into 0 . The rst laim follows. The laim about Reassign(z ) follows due to the s heduling
of Reassign( ) pro esses in top to bottom order.
To obtain the bound on size() we show that size() is less than 2i+1 + 2i 1 at the moment when a
bun h of Reassign( ) pro esses removing nodes from  are initiated. Let x be the highest node on  not
being reassigned. Then, at that moment, jTxj < 2i+1 . Following a weight in rease of 2i 1 into 0 , all the
nodes being reassigned have been removed, and the next bun h of Reassign( ) pro esses is being initiated;
at that moment again size() < 2i+1 + 2i 1 . The maximum size for  therefore o urs just before the
Reassign( ) pro esses are ompleted, i.e. just before a weight in rease of 2i 2 into 0 (and hen e into )
from the moment the Reassign( ) pro esses are initiated. This yields the laimed bound on size().

Corollary 6.5. For ea h path , there is at most one Assign(), Res ale( ), Reassign(x) for x se ondary
on , or Compa t() underway at any given time.

Invariant 2. For any pair of nodes x; y there is at most one Assign( ), Reassign( ), Res ale( ), or

Compa t( ) pro ess whi h must modify the odes at both x and y and whi h has modi ed one but not both
the rst odes at these nodes. Similarly, there is at most one pro ess whi h must modify the odes at both
x and y and whi h has modi ed one but not both the se ond odes at these nodes. Finally, if a pro ess with
the former des ription exists then a pro ess with the latter des ription annot exist.
We remark that Invariant 1 is not hard to maintain. Similarly, Invariant 2 is easy to maintain using a
simple blo king me hanism for pro esses. However, maintaining both invariants simultaneously is non-trivial.
This is be ause weight in reases in di erent parts of the tree may o ur at di erent rates and un nished
pro esses will therefore be driven at di erent speeds by these weight in reases. In parti ular, a pro ess ould
be blo ked inde nitely. One solution to this problem is to make a blo ked pro ess help the blo king pro ess.
This will be des ribed in detail in Se tion 6.6.
We are now ready to show that the intervals are suÆ iently large.
Lemma 6.6. Suppose the Invariant 1 holds and that 0  5 and = 2 0 . Let  be an i-path.
(a) The insertion side of int annot be lled up prior to the ompletion of Res ale() (re all that int
has size 2i before Res ale() ompletes).
(b) The insertion side of int following the ompletion
of Res ale() will not ll up before the rst initiation
0
of Compa t() (int now has size 2i + ).

( ) Consider an initiation of Compa t(). Over a subsequent weight in rease of 2i+1 into , the side of
int being lled by Compa t() will have room for the subintervals being added to int .
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Proof. The proof uses an indu tion on i. The result is trivially true for i = 0. Thus it remains to prove the
indu tive step. We start with part (a). Up to the ompletion of Res ale(), size() remains less than 2i+1 .
We show that all the subintervals that ould be generated until Res ale() ompletes will t into int .
We sum the length of all the subintervals inserted into int sin e the initiation of Assign(). Some of
these intervals may have been deleted
by the time Res ale() ompletes. The length of ea h interval that
0
is inserted is at most 2(i 1) + . A parti ular subtree rooted at an0 o -path node ould repeatedly delete
and insert subintervals in reasing in size by su essive fa tors of 22 . Thus, su h a subtree, whose root
is a
P2h+1 j 0
(2h+2) 0
2
primary node in an h-path, ould be responsible for a total subinterval of length j=0 2 < 2 0 1 . The
total length of gaps between subintervals is at most the total length of the subintervals. Sin e Res ale()
ompletes following a weight in rease of 2i into  from the time  was reated, the total length
of int
P 2 0 (2hr +2)
o upied by deleted and undeleted subintervals and the gaps between them is at most 2 r 2 0 1 , where
0
0
P h
i+1 = 4  2i 1 , and h  i 1. This is at most 820 i  22i for 0  5.
r
r
r2 2
2
2 1
The proof of part ( ) is broadly 0 similar. WLOG we assume that Compa t() inserts into the right
half of int (now int has size 2i + ). We show that from the time of the initiation of Compa t(), the
subintervals in int when Compa t() was initiated together with any new subintervals inserted up till
the next initiation of Compa t() will all t in the right half of int . When Compa t() is initiated,
size() < 2i+1 + 2i 1 + 2i 2 ; the next initiation of Compa t() o urs 0following a weight in rease of 2i+1
into . The length of ea h subinterval inserted into int is at most 22i ; su h a subinterval would be due
to a subtree of size at least 2i . Similarly to before, the total length
of subintervals for whi h su h a subtree
(2i+1) 0
0 P2i 1 j 0
2
2
i
ould be responsible is less than 2 + j=0 2 < 2 0 1 . A smaller subtree, whose root is a primary
(2h+2) 0
node on an h-path ould ontribute subintervals of total length no more than 2 2 0 1 . As before, the total
length of the right half
of int o upied
by deleted and undeleted subintervals and the gaps between them
P 2(2hr +2) 0
P
(2i+1) 0
2
a

2
is less than 2 0 1 + 2 r 2 0 1 , where a  2i + r 2hr < 2i+1 + 2i 1 + 2i 2 + 2i+1 and hr  i 1.

0
0
0
0
0
0
1)  12  2(2i+1) =(2
1)  2(2i+1) =2, if 0  5.
This is at most 8  2(2i+1) + 4  22i =(2
The proof of part (b) is identi al to that of part ( ) ex ept that we need only onsider the intervals due
to an initial weight of 2i (when  was reated) and a weight in rease of 2i+1 (namely, up to the time when
Compa t() is rst initiated).

6.6 Some Details of Pro esses
Before pro eeding, some details of Assign( ), Reassign( ), Res ale( ), and Compa t( ) pro esses need to be
arefully examined. These details arise be ause a pro ess is performed over a sequen e of future insertions.
A fundamental issue here is that nodes an lie on two paths, on one as a primary node, on the other as a
se ondary node.
Our goal, whi h enables the O(1) query pro edure is to establish the following laim.
Claim 6.7. The hanges due to x be oming primary on path 0 and easing to be primary on path  are
re e ted in the ode at a des endant node y of x only due to the modi ations performed by the pro ess
arrying out x's hange of primary paths.

Pro ess Blo king. To maintain Invariant 2, the following strategy is used. A pro ess rst updates all
the rst odes for the nodes it needs to pro ess in preorder and then updates all the se ond odes, again in
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preorder. When the pro ess begins work on the rst odes of a subtree rooted at a node z it will mark z as
blo ked and will only remove the mark when it has nished updating the rst odes in z 's subtree. It will
follow the same blo king pro edure when updating se ond odes. If a pro ess P omes to a blo ked node
it will not pro eed with its work until the node is unblo ked (later, we explain the helping of the blo king
pro ess undertaken by P while it is waiting).
In addition, a pro ess keeps the topmost node it is updating blo ked until it ompletes. Finally, a
Reassign(x) pro ess, in addition to keeping x blo ked throughout its pro essing, will as its last step make
x primary on the path on whi h x had been se ondary.
We spe ify later just how a newly inserted node is marked.

Constru ting Codes for Newly Inserted Nodes. Re all that ea h node has two asso iated odes, a

rst ode and a se ond ode. For a newly inserted node x, ea h ode is obtained from the orresponding
ode for its parent or hild as follows.
1. If x is inserted as a hild of a leaf node then it is given the same ode as its parent. This re e ts the fa t
that x lies on the same 0-path as its parent. Of ourse, if and when x's weight in reases suÆ iently,
its parent will leave this 0-path.
2. If x is inserted as a leaf hild of an internal node v then it forms a new singleton path. A new interval is
assigned for this path. The ode for x is just the ode for its parent appended with the separator string
for this new singleton path. There is one more ompli ated s enario, whi h arises when a Reassign(v)
pro ess is underway, and the rst ode for v has been updated, but the se ond has not. Let  be v's
primary path and 0 its se ondary path. In this ase, x is assigned two subintervals, one in int0 for its
rst ode, and one in int for its se ond ode. When the Reassign(v) pro ess updates se ond odes it
will repla e the subinterval in x's se ond ode with the subinterval in int0 used in its rst ode.
3. If x is inserted as an internal node, then the ode for x is made identi al to that for its hild. This
makes x primary on the same path  as its hild. In addition, if x's hild is marked then so is x. Of
ourse, it may be that x is also added to the parent path of , in whi h ase a Reassign(x) pro ess
is reated. There is one ex eption. Let y be x's hild. If a Reassign(y) is already underway, the ode
for x is set to the updated ode for y, i.e. the ode with separator() removed, and in this ase x is
not marked.

We mention here that Invariant 2 also applies to newly inserted nodes x and y whi h inherit their odes
from partially pro essed nodes (i.e., nodes for whi h one but not both odes have been updated by some
pro ess).

Pro ess Roots. Ea h pro ess must modify odes at ertain nodes in the tree. The node losest to the
root of T1 whose ode a pro ess must modify is alled the root of the pro ess. Sin e nodes are inserted

dynami ally, the root of a pro ess needs to be de ned more pre isely. For an Assign(), Compa t(), or
Res ale() pro ess, head() is the root of the pro ess; if a new node z is inserted and be omes the head of 
as one of these pro esses is underway, z be omes the new root of the pro ess. While one of these pro esses is
underway no node x leaves  due to a Reassign(x) pro ess until the Assign(), Res ale() or Compa t()
has ompleted; this is a onsequen e of the blo king strategy. For a Reassign(x) pro ess, the root is always
x.
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Helping a Blo king Pro ess. If a pro ess P rea hes a marked node x, it will seek to help an unblo ked

pro ess in Tx so as to advan e the pro essing that will lead to the removal of the mark on x. To this end it
traverses a path of marked nodes from x; at the last marked node y, it dis overs the pro ess Q that marked
y and performs the next ode update for Q. This may entail unmarking O(log n) nodes and marking up to
one node (sin e Q marks a non-leaf node prior to updating it). To fa ilitate this pro ess, ea h mark in ludes
the name of the pro ess making the mark. As it suÆ es to have P help some unblo ked pro ess on whi h
it is waiting either dire tly or indire tly, it suÆ es that P traverse a maximal path of marked nodes in Tx;
thus this pro es takes O(log n) time. It is alled a basi step.
i-pro ess P ould be blo ked by an an estral pro ess or by a des endant pro ess. We will need to ensure
that P is blo ked by at most one an estral pro ess. Further, this only happens at P 's initiation. If P is
so blo ked, it puts a subsidiary mark on its root. The meaning of this mark is that as soon as Q's mark
is removed, where Q is the blo king pro ess, P 's mark is then instantiated. As there is only one a tive
pro ess per path, there are at most two su h subsidiary marks per node (two paths an share a root, either
be ause a new path has only se ondary nodes and hen e shares its root with a hild path, or be ause a path
temporarily has no nodes; the nodeless path will use its parent node as its root for any asso iated pro esses).
In the ase that two marks are present, the mark for the deeper path will be instantiated. It remains the
ase that ea h pro ess P is blo ked by at most one an estral pro ess.

Pro ess Interleaving and its E e t on Code Updates. We need to examine the interleaving of
pro esses for paths  and 0 , 0 a hild of , and how this may a e t the update of ode portions orresponding
to sep() and sep(0 ).
Be ause of their relative timing, Compa t(), Res ale(), Assign() and Reassign(x) for x se ondary
on  do not overlap.
Compa t() and Reassign(x) for x se ondary on , update only the portion of the ode orresponding
to sep(0 ) for 0 a hild of ; Res ale() only updates the portion of the ode orresponding to sep();
Assign(), on the other hand, updates the portions of the ode orresponding to both sep() and sep(0 ),
where 0 is the primary path for nodes se ondary on . Thus we will need to onsider the possible intera tion
of Compa t() and Assign(0 ) or Res ale(0), and of Reassign(x) and Assign(000 ) or Res ale(000) where
x is se ondary on , primary on 0 , and 000 is the o -path hild of x (w.r.t. 0 ).
Consider su h a Compa t() pro ess. Let y be an o -path hild of , se ondary on 0 and primary on 00 .
So there is an Assign(0 ) pro ess at hand. If the Compa t() pro ess updates ode(y) rst, then 00 re eives
a new subinterval in the insertion half of int , the right half say; subsequently, the Assign(0 ) gives 0 a
new subinterval in the right half of int . On the other hand, if the Assign(0 ) pro ess updates ode(y) rst,
but after the Compa t() pro ess has been initiated, then the Assign(0 ) pro ess gives 0 a new subinterval
in the right half of int , and subsequently the Compa t() pro ess does nothing further to int0 and the
odes for nodes in Ty . The possible intera tions of Compa t() and Res ale(0) are identi al.
Next, we onsider a Reassign(x) pro ess for a node x, primary on 0 and se ondary on . Let y be the
hild of x whi h is not on 0 . Let 00 be the path ontaining y. After the reation of the Reassign(x) pro ess
suppose that y be omes se ondary on a new entroid path 000 (see Fig. 4). 000 now be omes the parent of
00 and an Assign(000 ) pro ess is initiated. We onsider two ases in turn.
First, suppose that Assign(000 ) modi es the ode for y before Reassign(x) does so. Then the separator
for 0 will be in ode(y) when it is pro essed by Assign(000 ). Thus int000 will be assigned so that it is nested
within int0 . At some subsequent point, Reassign(x) will remove the separator string for 0 from ode(y)
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and reassign int000 so that it is nested within int .
Se ond, suppose that Reassign(x) has updated ode(y) before Assign(000 ). Then, when Assign(000 )
pro esses ode(y) it no longer ontains the separator for 0 . The behavior of Assign(000 ) is now as expe ted
with int000 being assigned so as to be nested within int . But note that when Reassign(x) pro essed
ode(y), ode(y) indi ated that y was primary on 00 . So 00 was reassigned a new subinterval within int
and the resulting separator string was in luded within ode(y). At some later instant, Assign(000 ) in luded
the separator string for 000 in ode(y), and repla ed the urrent separator string for 00 with a new separator
string orresponding to a subinterval nested within int000 . Ultimately, the Reassign(y) pro ess reated by y
be oming se ondary on 000 removed the latter separator string from ode(y). Again, the possible intera tions
of Reassign(x) and Res ale(000) are identi al.
Consider Claim 6.7. Note that it would not hold, if in the rst ase above, Assign(000 ) assigned an
interval to 000 nested within the interval for  and in orporated the asso iated separator into ode(y). For
if Assign(000 ) did so then the hange resulting from x be oming primary on  would be re e ted in ode(y)
by a modi ation made by Assign(000 ) and not by Reassign(x).
It is possible for the updates des ribed above involving two pro esses (Compa t() and Assign(0 ) or
Res ale(0), Reassign(x) and Assign(000 ) or Res ale(000 )) to o ur in a di erent order on the two odes.
The only possible interleaving for the Compa t() pro ess is that rst Compa t() updates the rst odes of
nodes in Ty , then Assign(0 ) (or Res ale(0)) updates both odes of nodes in Ty , then Compa t() examines
Ty but makes no further updates to the odes. For the Reassign(x) pro ess, the only possible interleaving
is that rst Reassign(x) updates the rst odes of nodes in Ty , then Assign(000 ) (or Res ale(000)) updates
both odes of nodes in Ty , the Reassign(x) updates the se ond odes of nodes in Ty . Ea h update follows the
appropriate rules for the odes it en ounters whi h will di er for the rst and se ond odes. All we have to
ensure is that the subintervals hosen for the se ond odes within a parti ular interval are the same as those
sele ted for the rst odes within the same interval. Thus for example, in the Reassign(x)=Assign(000 )
s enario above, Assign(000 ) assigns a separator for 000 to ode(y), (sep(000 ))1 say, ontained in int , while
for the se ond ode it assigns a separator (sep(000 ))2 for 000 ontained within int0 , and then Reassign(x)
repla es this separator with (sep(000 ))1 .

6.7 Pro essing Queries
The algorithm ensures that the rst bit of di eren e between either the rst odes at x and y, or the se ond
odes at x and y, is related to the LCCP, whi h itself an be obtained using the algorithm detailed below.
The rst step is to nd the leftmost bit of di eren e dfirst , between the rst odes at x and y, and thereby to
nd the rightmost path first su h that the rst odes at x and y agree on all separators up to and in luding
that for first Similarly, dse ond and se ond are identi ed with respe t to the se ond odes at x and y.
Consider zfirst = head (first ) and zse ond = head (se ond ). As we will see, if the rst ode of zfirst
agrees with the rst ode of x (and of y) on all separators up to first and the same is true for zse ond, then
one of first and se ond is the LCCP of x and y; if it only holds for zfirst then first is the LCCP, and
similarly for zse ond.

Lemma 6.8. If a pro ess P updates the separator sep() for a path , then sep() is identi al either for all
rst odes for nodes in Thead () or for all se ond odes for nodes in Thead () , and when P unmarks Thead ()
it is identi al both for all rst odes for nodes in Thead () and for all se ond odes, although its en oding in
the rst and se ond odes may di er.
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Proof. The proof uses an indu tion on time. So assume that the result is true at the moment P marks
Thead () . Any pro ess that updates sep() must mark Thead () , thus until P unmarks Thead () , only P an
update sep() in the odes for nodes in Thead () . The lemma follows.

Comment. The interleaving des ribed in the previous se tion shows that the two odes may di er following
ompletion of a pro ess, though when the se ond pro ess tou hing these odes also ompletes, the equality
will be restored.

Lemma 6.9. If sep() appears in ode(x) then head() is an an estor of x.
Proof. The proof is by indu tion on time. When a node is inserted, if a leaf it inherits its ode from its
parent and thus the laim is true at this point; if an internal node, it inherits its ode from its hild and the
laim is true at this point too.
An update whi h hanges head() will o ur only after sep() is appropriately updated in the odes for
all des endants of head() and thus the laim ontinues to hold.

Let z be the LCA of x and y, and suppose that z is primary on  and let w = head(). Then:

Lemma 6.10. Suppose either that w is not marked, or if w is marked, then WLOG it is the se ond odes

in Tw that are begin updated. Then z and zfirst lie on the same path. Also, the rst ode of zfirst agrees
with the rst ode of x on all the separators up to first . Finally, first is the LCCP of x and y.
Proof. By Lemma 6.8 any en oding sep(e) for path e appearing in the rst ode of z must also appear in
the rst odes of x and y. Thus zfirst lies on the same path as z or is a des endant of z . But learly if sep(e)
appears in ode(x) then there is a node v on e with v an an estor of x (v may be primary or se ondary on
e). Thus there are nodes on first an estral to ea h of x and y, whi h must in lude zfirst = head(first ).
Thus zfirst and z lie on the same path.

Corollary 6.11. One of first and se ond is the LCCP of x and y.
By Lemma 6.9 first and se ond are both an estral to ea h of x and y. Thus if first = se ond they are
both the LCCP. Otherwise, let first be a j -path and se ond a k-path. The one with larger index (among
j and k) provides the LCCP.
This yields the O(1) algorithm for nding the LCCP and hen e the LCA.

6.8 Running Time
In order to maintain Invariant 2 while meeting Invariant 1, a pro ess may need to help (perform the work
of) other pro esses that are blo king it. Thus the main issue is to determine how mu h work a pro ess may
do. We measure this work in Basi Steps.

De nition. A basi step of a pro ess is the traversal of O(log n) edges of the subtree it is pro essing followed
by the updating of one of the odes at a single node in this subtree. (The nal basi step entails only edge
traversals.)

Claim 6.12.
(i) A basi step takes O(log n) time to perform.
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(ii) A pro ess rooted at node x performs at most 2jTxj + 1 basi steps on it task, where jTx j is the size of
tree Tx in verti es immediately before the ompletion of the pro ess.

Lemma 6.13. An Assign(), Compa t(), Res ale(), or a Reassign superpro ess asso iated with lass i

path  performs at most e  2i  i basi steps on itself and all the tasks it helps, for a suitable onstant e > 0.

Lemma 6.13 depends on a s heduling algorithm whi h ensures that for ea h weight in rease of 2i 3 into
path , at least e  i  2i basi steps are performed on pro ess P and the tasks it helps, where P is asso iated
with path . We des ribe the s heduler later. Clearly, if the s heduler exists, then the truth of Lemma 6.13
up to a given time immediately implies Invariant 1 also holds up to that time.
Proof of Lemma 6.13. The proof uses a double indu tion, the outer indu tion being on t, the weight in rease
sin e the data stru ture was initiated (time for short), and the inner indu tion being on the lass i of the
i-path . Note that time pro eeds in in rements of 1= log3 n. Our proof depends on the following laim,
whose proof uses the indu tive hypothesis.

Claim 6.14. Suppose Lemma 6.13 holds through time t, and for pro esses asso iated with h-paths, h < i,
at time t + 1= log3 n. Then onsider an i-path  at time t + 1= log3 n with head x. Consider the olle tion of
all h-pro esses, h < i, having roots in Tx whi h have been a tivated by time t + 1= log3 n. The total number
of basi steps that have been performed on all these pro esses through time t + 1= log3 n sin e their rst
a tivation is O(i  2i ).

Proof of Claim 6.14. We rst note that if Lemma 6.13 holds for a given pro ess P asso iated with an i-path at
its termination, then the size of the subtree rooted at P 's root at its termination is less than 2i+1 +2i 1 +2i 2 ,
by Corollary 6.4. Consequently, if a pro ess asso iated with an i-path is not omplete at a time t0 for whi h
Lemma 6.13 holds, then subtree rooted at the pro ess root has size less than 2i+1 +2i 1 +2i 2 . In parti ular,
the subtree rooted at P 's root has size less than 2i+1 + 2i 1 + 2i 2 at time t, and hen e size less than
2i+1 + 2i 1 + 2i 2 + 1= log2 n at time t + 1= log3 n.
Now, we bound the number of basi steps performed by ea h type of pro ess having its root in Tx, where
x is P 's root.

Assign( ) pro esses. There is one Assign( ) pro ess for ea h path inside Tx . By the indu tive hypothesis, for an Assign(0 ) pro ess asso iated with h-path 0 , h < i, the asso iated subtree has size less
than 2h+1 + 2h 1 + 2h 2 at time t + 1= log3 n and hen e the Assign(0 ) pro ess has had at most O(2h )
basi steps performed on it. For ea h h < i, ea h h-path has a distin t set of nodes of ombined size at
least 2h asso iated with it, namely either the subtree rooted at the head of the path, or if the h-path 0
has h-path 00 as a hild, the asso
iated nodes are given by Thead(0 ) Thead(00 ) . Thus there are at most

2i+1 + 2i 1 + 2i 2 + 1= log2 n =2h h-paths in Tx, and the total number of basi steps performed through
time t + 1= log3 n on their Assign( ) pro esses is O(2i ). Summing over all h < i gives a bound of O(i  2i ) on
the number of basi steps performed on Assign( ) pro esses for h-paths, h < i, inside Tx.

Res ale( ) pro esses. The analysis is identi al to that for the Assign( ) pro esses.
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Compa t( ) pro esses. Re all that su essive Compa t(0 ) pro esses for h-path 0 are separated by
weight in reases of 2h+1 into 0 . Likewise the rst Compa t(0 ) pro ess o urs following a weight in rease
2h+1 from the initiation of Assign(0 ). Further, ea h weight in rease at a node ontributes only to the weight
in rease for paths that are the node's an estors, hen e for at most two h-paths for ea h value of h. Thus
at most 2 2i+1 + 2i 1 + 2i 2 + 1= log2 n =2h+1 Compa t(0 ) pro esses have been a tivated for h-paths 0
ontained in Tx. By the indu tive hypothesis, these pro esses have ea h had at most O(2h ) basi steps
performed on them by time t + 1= log3 n, and hen e summing over all h < i, and all paths in Tx , yields a
bound of O(i  2i ) basi steps performed on the Compa t( ) pro esses for h-paths, h < i, inside Tx.
Reassign( ) pro esses. The argument is very similar to that for the Compa t( ) pro esses, with ea h
bun hed Reassign( ) superpro ess resembling a Compa t( ) pro ess in its ost. We a ount for a bun hed
h-superpro ess by asso iating it with the at least 2h 2 insertions to its asso iated h-path 0 from either the
time of the reation of 0 or the start of the previous Reassign( ) superpro ess asso iated with 0 , whi hever
is more re ent, to the moment the urrent superpro ess begins to be pro essed.
Consider a weight in rease; it is harged for the Reassign( ) superpro esses at its an estors, i.e., for at
most two Reassign( ) h-superpro
esses, for ea h h. It follows that there have been at most

2 2i+1 + 2i 1 + 2i 2 + 1= log2 n =2h 2 su h superpro esses a tivated in Tx. Summing over all paths and
h < i, we on lude that a total of O(i  2i ) basi operations have been performed on the Reassign( )
superpro esses with roots in Tx .
This on ludes the proof of Claim 6.14.
We now omplete the proof of Lemma 6.13.
Consider the urrently a tive pro ess P asso iated with i-path , if any. By Claim 6.14, P has performed
at most O(i  2i ) basi operations helping pro esses asso iated with h-paths, h < i. Sin e P has not ompleted
at time t, as already noted, jTxj < 2i+1 + 2i 1 + 2i 2 + 1= log2 n at time t + 1= log3 n. Thus the number of
basi steps performed on P 's task and the up to one other task it may help asso iated with some an estral
j -path, j > i, is O(2i ). This gives a total bound of O(i  2i ) on the basi steps performed by P .
It remains to des ribe the pro essing performed following a weight in rease. Following a (1= log n)
weight in rease at a node, the size of ea h of its O(log n) an estral entral paths are in remented, up to
O(log n) new se ondary nodes are added to the paths to whi h they newly belong, and up to O(log n) new
pro esses are initiated. Then e basi steps are performed on the a tive pro ess at ea h an estral entroid
path, if any, for a total of O(log n) basi steps, whi h takes O(log2 n) time. Node insertion osts O(log n)
per node, but there are O(1) node insertions per unit weight in rease, so this is relatively insigni ant.
The O(1) time algorithm requires a more elaborate s heduling pro edure for two reasons. First, we
annot keep the re orded sizes of the entroid paths ompletely up to date and so pro esses may be late in
getting underway, and se ond, we do not want to have multiple basi steps partially ompleted. This leads
us to perform basi steps over a (1= log2 n) weight in rease on e started, even if the weight in rease is not
all o uring in the relevant subtree. Our s heduling pro edure is based on a variant of the Dietz-Sleator
\ up- lling" methodology [DS87℄, whi h we develop in the next se tion.

6.9 Dietz-Sleator \Cup-Filling" with Dated Priorities
We seek to handle a task s heduling s enario of the following avor. There are at most k tasks at any
one time. Tasks have asso iated priorities whi h in rease, possibly at di erent rates, as they are delayed.
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Further, the known priorities may be somewhat dated and hen e potentially ina urate. Our goal is to
determine onditions under whi h the following strategy is e e tive: s hedule for atom steps the task with
urrent highest known priority and iterate.
So let = fP1 ; P2 ;   g be a olle tion of no more than k tasks. Suppose ea h task is performed in atomi
hunks of length atom and suppose ea h task has length at most `, an integer multiple of atom. Task Pi has
an asso iated priority pi  0. Priorities only in rease. At any time a new task of priority 0 may be reated
so long as there are at most k tasks altogether. It will be onvenient to keep pla eholder tasks of priority 0
to ensure that there are always exa tly k tasks at hand.
After every atom steps a task Pi is hosen to be exe uted for the next atom steps (possibly, but not
ne essarily, the same task as on the previous atom steps) whi h satis es the following rule:

 pi work performed on Pi +   error  pj

work performed on Pj for all j 6= i,

where error represents the maximum error in the re orded priorities (as opposed to the a tual priorities pi ,
pj ) and  > 0 is a s ale parameter relating priorities to steps exe uted. After exe uting these atom steps,
the priorities of an arbitrary subset of tasks are in reased by a ombined total of at most p-in .

Lemma 6.15. The above s heduling algorithm, if atom  4 maxferror; p-in g, satis es
pi + ` work performed on Pi   (error + p-in ) + (atom + ` ) + 4(error + p-in ) log k:

Corollary 6.16. pi  (error + p-in ) + 1=(atom + `) + 4(error + p-in ) log k.
Proof of Lemma 6.15. We use a potential argument. We show that if there is a task Pj with priority plus
1= times remaining work (stri tly, 1=(` work performed on Pj )) at least `= + error + atom=, when a
task is hosen to have atom steps exe uted, then the potential will not in rease following these atom steps
being performed and the applying of the ombined p-in in rement to the priorities.
We asso iate potential ri with task Pi , 1  i  k, where > 1 is a suitable onstant and ri is de ned as
follows: ri =  pi + ` work performed on Pi .
Clearly, following atom steps being exe uted on Pi , and potentials being in remented by p-in , the
maximum in rease in potential o urs if all the in remental priority is on entrated on the task Pj with
largest rj . We note that ri +   error  rj prior to the exe ution of atom steps on Pi . Thus if rj 
` +   error + atom, then ri  ` + atom, so after atom steps of work are performed on Pi , Pi 's potential
de reases by a multipli ative fa tor of atom . We want to ensure that the potential does not in rease. For
this, it suÆ es that:
rj + p-in + ri atom  rj + ri :
Clearly, this is hardest to satisfy with ri +   error = rj ; so it suÆ es that:
(error + p-in

)+

atom


p

 error

+1

Let  =  maxferror; p-in g. Choosing so that 2 = 2, and hoosing atom
ondition of
p  p 2
2 + 1= 2  1 + 1;
whi h is true.

 4 yields a suÆ ient
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Thus the largest potential possible is less than
(k
Hen e

ri

1)

error+(atom+`) + (error+p-in

)+(atom+`)  k (error+p-in )+(atom+`) :

 k (error+p-in )+(atom+`) for all i, from whi h the

laimed bound on ri follows.

A spe ial ase arises when error = 0 and atom = `.

Corollary 6.17. If error = 0 and atom = `, then pi  (9 + 4 log k) p-in .
Proof. Set  = atom=(4p-in ).

Dietz and Sleator proved this bound with somewhat tighter onstants, namely pi  p-in  (log k + O(1)).
This is often alled the Dietz-Sleator up- lling lemma.

6.10 S heduling in the

O(1) Time Algorithm

In the O(1) time algorithm a layered stru ture will be used. The tree is binarized and partitioned into
subtrees of size O(log3 n). The roots of these subtrees and their LCAs form an impli it tree on whi h the
previous O(log3 n) time update algorithm is run. Intuitively, the subtree roots hange only every (log3 n)
insertions, whi h provides enough time to perform the O(log3 n) operations needed for an update.
Let T denote the tree of n nodes on whi h LCA queries are being performed and let T1 denote the impli it
tree. As we will see, T1 has at most 4n= log3 n nodes, and this relationship applies to ea h subtree of T and
the orresponding subtrees of T1 . An insertion of a node v in T will result in a weight in rease of either 0 or
4= log3 n to the following node in T1 : the node that is the root of the size O(log3 n) subtree ontaining v in
the binarized version of T . The rule for the weight in rease is dis ussed later in Se tion 7 when we dis uss
how to maintain the size O(log3 n) subtrees.
Also, a new node of weight zero may be inserted in T1 as a result of an insertion into T . As already
noted, weight 0 nodes are adja ent only to weight 1 nodes. Again, details on when this happens are given
in Se tion 7.
At this point, we des ribe a s hedule that updates path weights and performs Assign( ), Res ale( ),
Reassign( ) and Compa t( ) pro esses as needed but with only O(1) work per insertion to T .
The major diÆ ulty we fa e is that on updating the weight of a node (as a result of an insertion in T ),
we annot immediately update the weights of all the an estral entroid paths (note that we only tra k the
weight of the subtrees rooted at the heads of entroid paths|together with the individual node weights, this
suÆ es to tra k the weight hanges when a head node leaves a entroid path). Instead we reate a weight
update task for ea h node in T1 . The weight update task for node v is responsible for updating the weights of
head nodes an estral to v to re e t an in rease in v's weight. It may be run multiple times. The exe ution of
weight update tasks is alternated with the exe ution of Assign( ), Res ale( ), Reassign( ), and Compa t( )
pro esses in stages of length (log n), with ea h update weight task being run to ompletion on e initiated.
An update weight task will take O(log n) time to run to ompletion, as we will see. This ensures that the
Assign( ), Res ale( ), Reassign( ), and Compa t( ) pro esses, when underway, always see a tree T1 with
onsistent weights at the di erent head nodes.
Re all that we also need to tra k the weight of insertions made to ea h i-path so as to know when to
initiate an i-pro ess (it suÆ es to keep tra k of this value mod 2i+1 ). To this end, ea h update weight task
also in rements these weights. The update weight task for node v needs to store two values: the rst value
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is the in rement being made to ea h of its an estral entroid paths if it is underway, whi h equals the weight
in rement to v between the start of the previous and urrent runs of the task; the se ond value is the weight
in rement to v sin e the task last began running.
The weight update tasks are s heduled using the standard Dietz-Sleator up- lling s heduler. A task's
priority is given by the sum of the two in rement values it holds. Here atom = (p-in ) = (1= log2 n)
and k = (n= log3 n), for p-in , the in rease in priority during the exe ution of one task, is de ned to be a
tight upper bound on the total weight in rease to T1 when performing one run of one task. We hoose the
onstant of proportionality so that the start of su essive runs of the task for a node v are separated by at
most a weight in rease of = log n on v's part, for a suitable onstant > 0.

Remark 6.18. This implies that when a weight is updated, it is updated by at most p-in  =(4 log2 n) 
1= log2 n, as we will hoose  1.

By Corollary 6.17 this entails that (9+4 log n) p-in  = log n, i.e. that an update task runs to ompletion
during a period bounded by a weight in rease of =[(9 + 4 log n) log n℄ to T1 . But su h a weight in rease
requires (log n) insertions, and as one run of the task takes O(log n) time, this takes O(1) time per insertion
to T .
Now we an show:


2i+1 + 2i 1 + 2i 2 = log n smaller than the a tual
size and no larger than the a tual size, assuming the a tual size is less than 2i+1 + 2i 1 + 2i 2 .

Lemma 6.19. The re orded size of an i-path is at most

Proof. Consider the subtree rooted at the head node of the i-path. If it has r nodes of weight 1 it has at
most 2r + 1 nodes of weight less than 1 (sin e all but possibly one node of weight less than 1 has a parent,
ne essarily of weight 1, and sin e ea h weight 1 node has at most one hild of weight less than 1). Sin e the
subtree has size less than 2i+1 + 2i 1 + 2i 2 , it has at most 2i+1 + 2i 1 + 2i 2 nodes of weight less than 1.
But the re orded weight of ea h su h node is in de it by at most = log n, and the result follows.

We are ready to des ribe the s heduling of the Assign( ), Res ale( ), Reassign( ) and Compa t( )
pro esses. For ea h i, we run a separate modi ed up- lling pro edure for the i-pro esses. The priority of
a pro ess is simply the weight of insertions in the asso iated subtree sin e the moment when the pro ess
would have been initiated in our original algorithm. For an Assign() pro ess this is approximated using
the urrent size of i-path , minus 2i ; the size of  when Assign() should have been initiated. For
Compa t() and Reassign( ) superpro esses, we need to re ord the weight of insertions mod 2i+1 that have
o urred in the subtree rooted at the head of i-path  sin e  was reated. This term minus the starting
time of the pro ess mod 2i+1 , as spe i ed in Invariant 1 yields the priority (for Reassign( ), the priority is
al ulated with a shift of 2i 3 mod 2i+1 ). It follows the re orded priority maybe too small, but by at most
(2i+1 + 2i 1 + 2i 2 )= log n.
We perform ea h s heduled pro ess for one basi step, y ling among the lasses of pro esses for ea h
lass of i-path (i = 0; 1; 2;    ) in round robin order. We alternate between performing one basi step and one
omplete task updating path sizes. This ensures the re orded sizes of the entroid paths are always onsistent
when basi steps are being performed. Thus every (log2 n) insertions, one basi step is performed on one
pro ess asso iated with a lass i-path for ea h i = 1; 2; : : : .

Lemma 6.20. With the following parameter hoi es ea h i-pro ess nishes within the time for 2i =8 weighted
insertions into the orresponding i-path, assuming n  2. The parameter hoi es are: error = 11 2i 1= log n,
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` = e0  i  2i (measured in basi steps),  = d log n, p-in = atom=(4d log n), atom = 44 d 2i 1 , d = 2= ,
e0 = d 44e e  44, and = 1= [4(154 + e0 )℄.
Proof. We note that for these parameter values, ` is an integer multiple of atom, atom  4 maxferror; p-in g,
and so Lemma 6.15 applies. Thus the pro esspriorities are always bounded by 11 2i 1 = log n+11 2i 1= log n
+
1=(d log n) 44 d 2i 1 + e0  i  2i
+
4 11 2i 1 = log n + 11 2i 1 = log n log n
i
1
0
i
0
i
 2 (66= log n + e  i= log n + 88)  2 =[8  4 (154 + e ) ℄ = 2 =8, assuming n  2.
It remains to show that O(1) work per weight in rease of 4= log3 n suÆ es.
Lemma 6.21. It suÆ es to perform O(1) work per weight in rease of 4= log3 n to ensure that in the period
in whi h an i-pro ess performs atom basi steps the overall weight and hen e priority in rease by at most
p-in .
Proof. These atom basi steps are performed over a period of (atom log2 n) insertions assuming O(1) work
per insertion. (Re all, we y le among the i-pro esses for i = 0; 1; : : : ; log n, in round robin order, performing
one basi step on an i-pro ess for ea h i, and ea h basi step takes O(log n) work.) Sin e ea h insertion
auses a weight in rease of at most 4= log3 n, the resulting weight gain is O(atom= log n). Noti e that the
more work per insertion, the fewer insertions needed to omplete the atom basi steps and the smaller the
weight in rease. Thus with a large enough O(1) work per insertion, the result holds.
We have shown:
Theorem 6.22. The impli it tree T1 des ribed above an be maintained in O(1) work per insertion, assuming
ea h insertion results in a weight in rease of 0 or 4= log3 n, and ea h insertion adds at most one weight 0
node v to T1 , and further that su h a node v is adja ent only to weight 1 nodes. Further, LCA queries on
T1 an be answered in O(1) time.

7 The O(1) Worst Case Algorithm
The tree T on whi h LCA queries are being performed is made binary, using a standard binarization. More
spe i ally, a node v with d hildren is represented by d opies of v forming a hain of right hildren. The
a tual hildren of v will be stored as the left hildren of this hain of nodes. Note that if n items are inserted
in an initially empty tree the binarized tree will ontain at least n nodes and at most 2n 1. As a result,
an insertion may entail the addition of two nodes to the binarized tree, alled T hen eforth. To simplify the
dis ussion, from now on we term a node addition to T an insertion, understanding that a real insertion may
indu e two insertions into T .
As already noted, T is kept partitioned in at most 4n= log3 n subtrees, alled partitioning subtrees, ea h
of size at most log3 n=4 (stri tly, b(log n)=4 3 ). We assume that n lies in the range [n; 2n); Se tion 8 explains
how to handle n in reasing to 2n or beyond. We reate a tree T1 whi h ontains the root of ea h subtree in
the partition of T . These subtrees are hosen so that the LCA of the roots of any two partitioning subtrees
is itself the root of a partitioning subtree. A node v in T1 is the parent of node w in T1 if v is the nearest
an estor of w in T su h that v is in T1 . Clearly, as T is binary, so is T1 .
When a partitioning subtree grows too large it is split, ausing the addition of one or two nodes to T1
(two nodes may be needed to maintain the LCA property on subtree roots). But, as we will see, a newly
reated partitioning subtree on e initiated, is itself partitioned only following (log3 n) insertions into itself.
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A partition of partitioning subtree S , rooted at node v, pro eeds as follows. On e initiated, within
1 log3 n further insertions into S it determines the root(s) of the new subtrees. If then inserts one of the
4
news roots in T1 as a hild of v, giving it weight 0. Over the next 41 log3 n insertions into S the weight of the
new root is in reased in in rements of 4= log3 n until its a tual weight is 1. Within the next 81 log3 n insertions
into S , we ensure v's re orded weight be omes 1, as follows. Instead of following the previously stated rule
for giving priorities to weight update tasks, on e the a tual weight of a node rea hes 1, on ea h insertion to
subtree S , we ontinue in rementing its priority by 4= log3 n. To bring the new root's re orded weight to 1

may need the ompletion of one run of its weight in rease task and a full se ond run of the task. We have
ensured this o urs within a weight in rease of 2 = log n, so it suÆ es that 2 = log n  18 log3 n  4= log3 n,
and  1=4 suÆ es for n  2. The se ond new root, if any, is then inserted in the same way. Note that this
ensures that any node in T1 of weight less than 1 is adja ent only to nodes of weight 1, and nodes of weight
1 have at most one hild of weight less than 1.
To answer a query LCA(u; v) we rst determined if u and v are in di erent partitioning subtrees, by
nding, in O(1) time, the roots ru and rv of their respe tive partitioning subtrees. If ru 6= rv , we ompute
LCA (ru ; rv ) on T1 in O(1) time as previously des ribed (see Theorem 6.22). Otherwise, the query is handled
re ursively.
To support queries on the partitioning subtrees, they are partitioned in turn into subtrees of size at
most 4 log log3 n 8 . For ea h partitioning subtree S of T we maintain a tree S1 omprising the roots of S 's
partitioning subtrees. Updates are performed using our previous algorithm, i.e. with O(log log3 n) work over
(log log3 n) insertions. Queries are performed as in the previous paragraph. It is helpful to let T2 denote
the union of all the S1 trees.
The re ursion bottoms out at the partitioning subtrees of size O(log log3 n) for, as we will see, there are
o(n) distin t partitioning trees of this size, and their updating an be done via table lookup in O(1) time
per insertion, as an LCA queries. The requisite tables use o(n) spa e.

Details of the Data Stru tures.

Ea h node in T keeps a pointer to its newest an estor in T2 , the root of the size O(log log3 n) partitioning
subtree to whi h it belongs. Similarly, ea h node in T2 keeps a pointer to its nearest an estor in T1 , the root
of the size O(log3 n) partitioning subtrees to whi h it belongs. On an insertion, the weight of the appropriate
nodes in T2 and T1 are in remented in O(1) time, using the above pointers.

De nition. The size of a partitioning subtree is the sum of the weights of the nodes it ontains.
The size of partitioning subtrees are re orded with their roots. On an insertion, the up to two subtree
sizes that hange are in remented (by 4= log log3 n and 4= log3 n, respe tively); these sizes are stored at the
subtrees' roots.
Additional data is needed to support the splitting of the partitioning subtrees. We begin by des ribing
what is needed for splitting the size O(log log3 n) partitioning subtrees. In addition to storing the subtrees
themselves, we keep a table of all possible trees, represented anoni ally. Using the anoni al representation,
in O(1) time we will be able to answer LCA queries and to determine the new anoni al tree resulting from
an insertion. Finally, by linking the nodes of the a tual tree to those of the orresponding anoni al tree, we
will be able to translate query answers on anoni al tree to answers on the a tual tree in O(1) time.
The following information is maintained for ea h a tual tree S .
8 log log3 n is our notation for (log log n)3 .
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1. For ea h node v in S , a distin t label, denoted label(v) in the range 1 : : : 4 log log3 n. In addition, the
up to two edges going to hildren outside S are also re orded. (The stru ture of S along with the
asso iated labels provides the appropriate anoni al labelled tree used to answer LCA queries on S .)

2. An array ` to n(S ) storing, for ea h label in the range 1 : : : 4 log log3 n, the node in S orresponding
to this label, if any. This inverse map is used to onvert the LCA obtained using lookup tables on the
anoni al tree from a label to an a tual node (for the anoni al tree nodes are named by their labels).
3. The name name(S ) of the labelled anoni al tree asso iated with S , the root root(S ), of S , along
with a pointer pointer(v) from ea h node v in S to the lo ation storing ` to n(S ), name(S ), root(S ),
size(S ), and flag(S ). The role of flag(S ) is explained next.

4. A tually, two opies of label(v) and pointer(v) are maintained for ea h node v in S . One of these
opies will be \old" and the other \ urrent". This will be indi ated by the flag(S ) eld above. The
flag(S ) eld pointed to by the \old" pointer(v) will be set to 0 while that pointed to by the \ urrent"
pointer(v) will be set to 1.
5. In addition to the above, there is a stati table for ea h labelled tree of size at most 4 log log3 n
supporting the following queries: given two labels in the tree, return the label of the LCA, and given
a new label ( orresponding to a newly inserted node) and the label(s) orresponding to the node(s) at
the insertion site, return the name of the resulting labelled tree. Note that labels for nodes in S are
allo ated in sequential order of insertion.
3
3
Sin e there are O(28 log log n (4 log log3 n)4 log log n ) labelled binary trees of size at most 4 log log3 n with
3
labels in the range 1 : : : 4 log log n, the total spa e o upied by the above tables is O(n). These tables
an also be built in O(n) time.

Pro essing Insertions. Ea h insertion will do O(1) work at ea h of the 3 levels. This will result in
(log3 n) work being available for ea h insertion into T1 and (log log3 n) work for ea h insertion into T2.
Insertions into T will require the following a tions. First, the insertion into the appropriate size O(log log3 n)
partitioning subtree S of T rooted at a node in T2 is made. This is done using a onstant time table lookup
to al ulate the name of the new subtree after insertion. Se ond, if S rea hes size 3(log log3 n) then it is
partitioned into two or three subtrees, ea h of size at most 3 log log3 n, over the next log log3 n insertions to
S.
An insertion of node u into T is pro essed as follows.
Let v be the parent of u in T . u is viewed as being inserted into the partitioning subtrees Sb and
Sa ontaining v, of sizes O(log log3 n) and O(log3 n) and rooted in T2 and T1, respe tively. On following
pointer(v), ` to n(Sb ), name(Sb ), and size(Sb) are readily updated in O(1) time (using table lookup for
name(Sb )). If size(Sb) rea hes 3 log log3 n, a split of Sb is initiated. It is arried out as des ribed below.
O(1) work is then performed on the tasks asso iated with the trees T1 and T2.
Splitting S = Sb . The rst step is to nd a splitting lo ation that divides the tree into two pie es ea h
of size at least log log3 n. This an be done by depth rst sear h in O(log log3 n) time, or by table lookup in
O(1) time. To ensure that the new trees have at most two external hildren ea h, we nd the LCAs of the
new roots and the up to two external hildren; if one of these LCAs is not a new root, it is also introdu ed
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as a third root. The one or two new roots are added to tree T2 with the already explained timing (it suÆ es
to arry out the depth rst sear h within 41 log log3 n insertions). To simplify the notation, we ontinue to
suppose that only two new trees are reated; the hanges if there are three new trees are evident.
The new roots de ne S1 and S2 , the trees that Sb is split into. Next, root(S1 ), ` to n(S1 ), name(S1 ),
size(S1), root(S2 ), ` to n(S2 ), size(S2), and name(S2 ) are omputed in the obvious way in O(log log3 n)
time (e.g. by traversing ea h of S1 and S2 in turn and \inserting" their nodes one by one). Then for ea h
node w the \old" label(w) and pointer(w) are updated to be in a ordan e with S1 or S2 , whi hever ontains
v, also in O(log log3 n) time.
Note that all this while, the \ urrent" label(v), pointer(v), name(S ), root(S ), and ` to n(S ) are used
to answer LCA queries; further these stru tures are updated with ea h insertion that o urs even after
the splitting pro ess starts. Also note that after the splitting pro ess starts, new insertions are negle ted
in onstru ting S1 and S2 and the asso iated elds name(S1), root(S1 ), ` to n(S1 ), name(S2), root(S2 ),
` to n(S2 ). This is easily implemented by putting a time-stamp on ea h inserted node and ignoring nodes
whi h are time-stamped later than the start of the splitting pro ess. These insertions are just queued up
and performed on S1 or S2 as appropriate after they have been onstru ted. When all log log3 n insertions
have been performed, flag(S1) and flag(S2) are set and flag(S ) is reset so that for ea h v in S1 and S2 the
\old" label(v) and pointer(v) be ome \ urrent" and vi e versa; this takes O(1) time. Note that S1 and S2
ea h have size at most 3 log log3 n at this point.

Splitting algorithm for a size O(log3 n) partitioning subtree Sa . The splitting algorithm on Sa
begins when its size rea hes 3 log3 n and is similar to the previous splitting algorithm but is done without

table lookup. For ea h partitioning Sa the following information is maintained, in addition to the data
stru ture storing the tree itself.
1. For ea h node v, ode(v), along with the annotations, and number(v).
2. The stru ture path(Sa ) storing entroid paths and asso iated information for paths in Sa .
3. For ea h node v, a pointer pointer(v) to the lo ation storing path(Sa ), root(Sa ), and flag(Sa).
4. Two opies of ode(v), number(v), pointer(v), maintained as before. One of these opies will be \old"
and the other ` urrent". The appropriate flag(Sa) indi ates whi h of these opies is urrent.
The algorithm pro eeds as before. First, the lo ation of the split is determined in O(log3 n) time using
depth- rst sear h. This splits Sa into two pie es ea h of size at least log3 n, thereby de ning S1 and S2 .
Then the data stru tures for S1 and S2 are omputed, the ba klog of insertions is applied, and nally the
appropriate ats are set. This all takes O(log3 n) time.
We have shown:

Lemma 7.1. There is a data stru ture for trees of size in the range [n; 2n) whi h answers LCA queries in
O(1) time and performs insertions to the tree in O(1) time.

Remark 7.2. Although spa e is not freed when subtrees are split the spa e used is still linear. For ea h split
of a size s tree, using spa e (s), only happens after (s) insertions.
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8 Handling Deletions and Changing Values of n
We note that the need for the limited range in Lemma 7.1 arises for two reasons: rst, the onstru tion in
Se tion 7 requires a xed value of log3 n (and of log log3 n), and se ond the basi algorithm takes O(log3 n)
time per update, and here the log3 n is not xed. But we ould readily hange the range to [n; 2dn) for any
xed n by repla ing log3 n by (log n + d)3 in Se tion 7. As we will see, d = 3 suÆ es.
We do not perform deletions expli itly. Instead, deleted items will just be marked as su h, or rather
the topmost opy of the orresponding node will be so marked. Thus the size of the urrent tree would
in lude the ount of both deleted and non-deleted nodes. We will periodi ally rebuild the data stru ture
from s rat h, in the ba kground, so as to maintain the following invariant.

Invariant 3. The insertion ount, the number of items in the data stru ture plus the number of items

marked deleted, lies in the range [4  2i ; 32  2i ℄; the a tual number of items in the data stru ture lies in the
range [6  2i ; 32  2i ℄. In addition, the number of deleted items is at most 3  2i . Further, immediately after
being rebuilt the insertion ount is in the range [8  2i ; 31  2i ℄, the a tual ount in the range [7  2i ; 31  2i ℄,
and the deletion ount is at most 2i+1 .
Invariant 3 implies that the number of nodes in the tree lies in the range [4  2i ; 64  2i ), and thus
d = log 64=4 = 4 suÆ es.
Let the a tual size of the data stru ture denote the number of undeleted items. If the insertion ount
rea hes 31  2i , the data stru ture is rebuilt in the range [8  2i ; 64  2i ℄; if the a tual size de reases to 7n, then
it is rebuilt in the range [2  2i ; 16  2i ℄; if neither of these apply but the number of items marked deleted
rea hes 2i+1 , then it is rebuilt either in the range [4  2i ; 32  2i ℄ if the a tual size is at least 8n, and in the
range [2  2i ; 16  2i ℄ otherwise. The rebuilding is ompleted within 2i insertions; this takes O(1) time per
insertion. It is readily he ked that Invariant 3 ontinues to hold following the rebuilding.
An easy way to perform the rebuilding is to traverse the urrent tree determining the undeleted items,
and then inserting them in the new tree, one by one, using the appropriate value for log3 n. Of ourse, new
insertions and deletions are performed on the urrent tree and queued so they an performed on the new
tree.
We have shown:

Theorem 8.1. There is a linear time data stru ture that supports LCA queries on a tree undergoing insertions and deletions su h that ea h update and query an be performed in worst ase O(1) time.
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